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Abstract

It is shown that the diffraction pattern produced by any of two complementary screens

and the one produced by a slit having the shape of their boundary, oscillates in opposite

phase. This extension of Babinet's principle is illustrated with examples from nuclear

scattering and classical optics.
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In order to introduce some useful definitions and also to gain familiarity with the kind

of problems that are dealt with in this report, let us begin by recalling Babinet's principle

(Babinet 1837). Consider (see Born and Wolf 1965, Landau and Lifshitz 1961) a parallel

beam of light convergent at the focus F of a free-error lens L (figure 1). In the focal plane

of the lens, the light disturbance is zero everywhere except at the focus itself. If a screen is

placed in front of the lens, the beam of light undergoes diffraction and one observes in the

focal plane an extended (Fraunhofer) diffraction pattern. Consider the patterns produced by

two complementary screens S1 and S2, i.e., screens which are such that the openings in one

correspond exactly to the opaque portions of the other and vice-versa. The light disturbance

at P due to Si(Sz) is noted f f ' ( /P)- Since /JL1' and f£' can be expressed as integrals over

the openings and since the openings in 5} and S2 just add up to fill the whole plane,

/P1' + /P2) = O (1)

and one obtains for the respective light intensities |/p |2 = \fp |2. Hence (Babinet's prin-

ciple) : complementary screens give the same diffraction pattern except at the focal point

itself. This being so, let us consider the diffraction pattern produced by a narrow slit having

the shape of the boundary between Si and S2 , see figure 1. By "narrow" we mean that the

slit thickness is small compared to the linear dimensions of screen 5i (the opening in S2).

The equation (l) tells us that so long as Si and S2 fit exactly together, the phases of /p

and /j?} differ by ir. Thus let us write /j,1>2) in the form

AlA«±g(0)am[w(9)} (2)

where only the dependence on the diffraction angle 8 appears explicitly (in order to simplify

the notation, we assume that point P is located on the Z-axis). The functions g(9) and w(B)

are slowly varying. Their particular form will depend on the shape of the boundary between

Si and S2. Actually, since a certain amount of light passes between Si and S2, one has instead



Of(I)

JP + /P + tf> = O , (3)

where /j>3* is the light disturbance due to the narrow slit. Further, screen S1 having become

slightly reduced and the opening in 52 slightly enlarged, the phase of /j,1' and /£ no longer

differ exactly by TT. Assuming that g(0) remains unchanged, /J,1'2' become approximately,

/j,1<2) ~ ±g(0) sin[w(0) ± Sw] ~ ±g(6){sui[w(6)] ± 6wcos[w(0)]} (4)

Inserting (4) in (3), one obtains,

(5)

Comparing the intensities |/j?|2 and j/p1'2^2 with /j,1'2^ given by (2), one concludes : the

diffraction pattern produced by any of two complementary screens and the one produced by

a slit having the shape of their boundary (which we will call "boundary slit") oscillate in

opposite phase (except at the focus itself), i.e., disregarding the total intensity of each of the

two patterns, one can say that they are the negative of each other. An equivalent formulation

of this result can be given using Babinet's principle. Since the complementary screen of a

narrow slit is a wire, one can say that : an opaque screen and a wire having the shape

of its boundary, produce diffraction patterns which are the negative of each other. Before

going further, let us try to better understand how this "opposite phase effect" comes in. To

do that, consider the diffraction of an incident parallel beam of light (or electrons (Jônsson

1961), neutrons, ...) by a one dimensional grating, i.e., an arrangement of JV > 2 parallel and

equidistant infinite slits of negligible small thickness. The intensity of the diffracted beam in

the O direction can be written as,

/sin -#-* \2

J = J0 . V » ) . * = fc<*sin0 (6)
Vsmw^IT/



\& is the phase shift between the two exterior slits, i.e., those which are separated by d, the

linear dimension of the grating while k is the wave number. K we keep d constant and let N go

to infinity, the grating becomes an opening of parallel edges separated by of. The "boundary

slit" of such an opening is the one having the shape of the edges, i.e., the two exterior slits

of the grating. The intensity of the light beam passing through these two slits, is

/ = 4I0cos2(|) (7)

One easily recognizes that except in the forward direction, as N becomes large, the maxima

(minima) given by (6) move to the positions of the minima (maxima) given by (7). In the

limit, JV — » oo (6) and (7) oscillate in opposite phase, as should be the case according to the

present extension of Babinet's principle. The diagram of figure 2 shows however that even

for a rather small number of slits, JV = 10, the "opposite phase effect" is already apparent.

We shalll now consider two illustrative examples of the "opposite phase effect" taken from

scattering of nucléons, alpha's or light ions, by atomic nuclei. The starting point will be the

eikonal approximation of the scattering amplitude (Glauber 1959),

/(0) = * f° bdbS(b)J0(kb6) , 6 ^ 0 (8)
i Jo

where 6 is the impact parameter and 5(6) is the scattering matrix. In the case of an absorptive

(Le., negative imaginary) potential, S(b) is written

(9)

where ij(b) and S(b) are real. The function rj (b) has the general form shown in figure 3, where

one distinguishes a transition region between absorbance and transparency. For qualitative

purposes, let the target be an opaque sphere of radius R. Ignoring Coulomb effects, one has

=° '6 < j R (to)
= 1 ,b>R



Hence the differential cross-section is

' (ID

which is the familiar formula for Franhôfer diffraction by an opaque disk. Let us now compare

the diffraction pattern given by (11) with the one produced by scattering on the surface of

the target (peripheral or surface scattering), i.e., the counterparts of light diffraction by a

"boundary slit" . We shall consider two such processes : i) quasi elastic scattering ii) glory

scattering.

Quasi elastic scattering is an inelastic process in which the excitation energy is negligibly

small and the angular momentum transfered is zero. Under these circumstances, the inelas-

tic cross-section can still be evaluated by means of formula (8) if one replaces rj(b) by the

excitation amplitude a(b). The output of DWBA suggests to take for a(6) a function which

has non-zero values only in the neighbourhood of 6 = R. A common choice for a(b) is (Frahn

and Venter 1964),

a(b) oc dri(b)/db (12)

With J}(6) given by (10), one has

a(6) oc 6(b - R) (13)

which represents an infinitely narrow annular .slit. Replacing tj(b) by a(6) one obtains from

(8),

As expected, except in the forward direction (O » 1/kR), the diffraction patterns given

respectively by formulas (11) and (14) oscillate in opposite phase. This result is well confirmed

by experiment. It should be remarked that this "opposite phase effect" can be obtained from

a general treatment of inelastic scattering including zero as well as non-zero spin transitions



(see Brink 1985). This leads to the well known Blair phase rule (Blair 1959) of which the

above result is a particular case.

The second example of a scattering process taking place at the surface of the target is the

analogous of the glory effect in classical optics. When the absorption is weak, the real part of

the phase shift 6(b), is related to the classical deflection function 0(b) through the well known

WKB formula (Ford and Wheeler 1959),

(15)

At high energy, the classical deflection function has the general form shown in figure 3. The

glory effect arises from the interferences of the surface waves associated with the classical

trajectories of impact parameter b around the value b = b0 where 0(b) crosses the axis 9 = O.

Using for B(V) a linear approximation in the neighbourhood of 6 = 60, 0(6) = ak(b — fro), the

phase shift is readily obtained from (15). One obtains for the scattering cross-section due to

the glory effect (Ford and Wheeler 1959)

IW)P ~ ̂ o2(*M) (16)

It turns out that in nuclear collisions, one has bo — R and therefore the formula (16) predicts

oscillations with nearly the same spacing, A0 ~ n/kb0, as those predicted by formula (11).

However, the two kind of oscillations (those arising from surface scattering and those arising

from diffraction by the entire sphere) are hi opposite phase. The (forward) glory is difficult

to observe because it is hidden by the Rutherford scattering. Different procedures have been

proposed (Hussein et al. 1984, Barrette et al. 1985 , Ostrovskyi et al. 1989) to extract the

glory cross-section from the measured angular distributions. Backward glory scattering has

been identified in «-nucleus scattering (Bryant and Jarmie 1968).

As a last illustrative example, one should mention the situation encountered in telescopes

possessing a second mirror. The presence of this mirror obstructs the objective aperture of



the telescope, originating an annular aperture (see Born and Wolf 1965). The change in the

diffraction pattern from the one given by the expression (11) to the one given by (14) when

one goes from the non obstructed circular aperture to a narrow annular slit, is analyzed by

Linfoot and Wolf (1953) in connection with the resolving power of the telescope. The same

situation is evoked by Faubel(1984) in connection with the application of Blair phase rale to

the molecular collisions.

I am grateful to S. Klarsfeld for useful conversations.
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Figure 1 : Arrangement (schematic) for production of Fraunhôfer diffraction patterns, show-

ing the convergent lens L and its focal plane E. The magnification shows a detail of the

boundary ( ) between the two complementary screens S1 and S2 as well as the edges

( ) of the "boundary slit" (see the text).
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Figure 2 : Illustrating the "opposite phase effect". Normalized intensity curves for Fraunhôfer

patterns of two slits separated by d (N = 2), ten equidistant slits with spacing d/9 (JV = 10),

and a single slit of thickness d (N —* oo).



Figure 3 : Schematic drawns of the classical deflection function 0(6), of the modulus of the

S-matrix »7(6), and of the derivative dri(b)/db.


